Quality Improvement Plan for
Greenwith Kindergarten
2021
Service name
Greenwith Kindergarten

Click to upload logo
Service approval number
SE00010440

Acknowledgement of Country
We acknowledge the KAURNA
people as the traditional custodians of the lands and waters where
our centre is located and recognise their continuing connection to
country. We pay our respects to Elders past and present, and extend
that respect to all Aboriginal peoples.

Context
Service Context
We are a full time DfE site. Operating hours: 09:00- 15:00 Monday to Friday.
Co located next to the Greenwith Primary School and Our Lady of Hope Catholic School.
Children attend either Mon/Wed/ alt Fri OR Tues/Thurs/alt Fri.
Enrolments for 2021 are 83.
Staffing: 1 Director 1.2 teacher 1.8 Early Childhood educator
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Context
Statement of Philosophy

Enter your site philosophy in the box below, or alternatively attach as
an additional document via the Comment option under the Tools tab

We provide an educational experience for children & their families that will develop life skills & competencies through a play & inquiry based program. All
children are seen as rich & powerful learners & the educators regard themselves as co researchers of learning with children whatever their level of ability.
For children we believe: in a holistic approach to children's learning and development, concerned with the development of every child's intellectual,
emotional, social, physical, creative & spiritual potential. It seeks to engage children in the learning process & encourages personal collective
responsibility. Each child is unique & competent in their own way, the way they think, feel interact with others reflect this. To view the child as unique
competent is to view their potential. Children need an environment to flourish grow their positive self esteem.
Children are active & interactive learners, who's engagement in the learning process & with others in interactive activities or engagement with materials
forms the dynamics for knowledge and understanding. Through active learning children are constantly changing, adjusting, & rearranging meaning &
understanding of things. Children need real life, first hand experiences. Children are observers and explorers by nature & these experiences help develop
an understanding of themselves and the environment they are in. Children grow & develop in the group and learn to respect their own & each other's
rights and needs. Differences are celebrated.
For adults we believe: & are committed to respecting and maintaining the rights and dignity of children & families. Parents should be able to use the
kindergarten as a resource for information & parenting support. The kindergarten should be seen as an extension of the child's home & that a strong
partnership & link should exist between the two. Emphasis is placed on building strong, collaborative relationships with families & maintaining effective
communication. All staff will be supported in their learning & in their development of new skills & acquisition of new knowledge.
For the community we believe: that we should promote the role and value of our kindergarten & develop strong links with the local community & schools
& liaise with other community agencies. That often the Kindergarten experience establishes life long friendships between parents & children & this is
encouraged throughout the year.
We believe our program: will support children to thrive in a child centred environment that accounts for children's daily lives- including the need for
restful areas & creative areas. There is an interconnectedness between the indoors & outdoors & an understanding that children need to be in harmony
with the environment. They need time to experiment & develop independent thinking & skills, time to play & explore & experiment with their ideas &
knowledge. They need to try things out, make mistakes, try something else, repeat their play & consolidate ideas. Learning comes from social interactions.
Children experience positive social relationships through daily interactions with responsive and affectionate adults. This helps children develop self
esteem & self confidence to communicate & master challenges in their world.
Aug 2017
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice
EYLF embedded in practice, programming, assessment and reporting. Shared with families regularly.
Quality of the learning based program can be found in weekly programs, displays, children's individual portfolios, Statements of Learning, parent
handbooks, information shared with Governing Council.
We use a very detailed: `Cycle For Planning' and “Cycle For Improvement” that ensures curriculum design & decision making, improvement processes are
based on children's learning & development, strengths & capabilities, culture, interests & experiences & parent feedback. Critical reflection & evaluation
of children's learning is ongoing & informs future planning.
Weekly programs are designed from: evaluating current programs, observations of children from the current week, children's voices, evaluations &
reflections from the current program, information from parents & support staff, from goals established in Individual learning Plans. All educators
contribute to these plans.
Programs are displayed & emailed home & `evaluations' for parents are reflected through photos, anecdotal evidence & learning stories displayed as well
as with staff in discussions during planning sessions.
Strong focus on both Inquiry Based Learning & developing Executive Functioning Skills. Teachable moments occur frequently with intentional teaching
supporting new learning and skill development.
Large uninterrupted time blocks allow children to be deeply engaged in play, with time to revisit & practice skills and time to change and modify
experiences. Changes made as required and determined by children's play, voice, skill development and interaction. Aboriginal perspective in areas of our
learning.
Children's Portfolios are established when they commence. These provide knowledge that drives & informs all aspects of our work at this site. Children
have one key teacher for the entire year. Data is collected across terms & detailed reflective reports are shared & discussed with families formally twice a
year. Learning goals are planned for all individual children.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety
Detailed record keeping is maintained for health/medical plans. Follow all DfE and NQS requirements. Immunisation records are kept. Parents informed of
illnesses currently in the Kindy. Parents are contacted if children are unwell at Kindy or have sustained a significant injury requiring observation or medical
treatment.
A flexible program & learning environment allows for children's comfort needs, relaxation, eating to be met. Active & passive routines and experiences. A
`quiet' area inside is accessible at any time during the day. Outside environment is designed with places for children to `take time out'.
Healthy Eating policies & experiences at Kindy promote nutrition and exercise. This information is also shared & promoted with families throughout the
year. Regularly reviewed by Governing Council using feedback from families & updated research in this area.
Children bring their own food. Parents are supported to make food choices based on the guidelines we share on enrolment & through the year. We
promote with families the principles for healthy eating in the NSW `Munch and Move' program. All educators role model healthy eating with children
when eating with them at snack and lunch times.
Children are introduced to hygiene routines & this is reinforced all year, Experiences for learning occur in programs.
Our sun smart policy educates children & parents about practices. This is based on observing UV levels daily.
WH&S practices & policies of DfE are implemented, supporting safe environments for educators and children. The site has an Emergency Plan developed
with the Governing Council, DfE & the local schools. Children are introduced to Emergency Procedures & evacuation/invacuation practices occur at least
once a term.
Children are introduced to `risk assessments' and are supported throughout the year to independently do these when deciding on an experience and
behaviour. Children are involved in the development of safe guidelines for play at Kindy. The DfE Child Protection Curriculum is taught with intention each
year.
Self regulation practices are promoted with strategies allowing children to be relaxed, alert, focused & to managing excess energy. Community groups
have run Little Athletics, yoga at the site.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 3: Physical Environment
Equipment & resources are regularly checked & their use evaluated. Planned purchases & changes are done with the involvement of Governing Council &
families. We often survey the community. This also includes feedback from other sites & colleagues & researching `best practice' from respected leaders
in aspects of Early Childhood e.g Claire Walden
Open plan setting allows for greater flexibility in organising & planning to meet children's interest and needs. Children have great flexibility in accessing &
using the environment in their learning. Educators are attuned to make adjustments and support modifications to ensure children can access & engage.
A very strong focus on respecting, caring for & sustaining our environment. We always acknowledge we are on Kaurna land. Children participate in the
planting, watering, weeding, changing of natural areas, relocation of plants & resources & feeding our native birds. Water conservation is promoted, with
rainwater used where possible. Children, educators and families are encouraged to keep the environment clean & safe. There is a strong emphasis on the
“why” to guide children's thinking & behaviour. e.g Trees for shade and homes for birds, possums, flowers for pleasure but also to provide food etc for
insects, preserving all life including bees and spiders. Our yard is designed as a natural setting. The environment changes with the seasons & provides
wonderful learning opportunities. We engage in play in our yard in all weathers. Raincoats & gumboots are provided so all can access.
Purchasing of materials is based on sustainable practices e.g paper bags not plastic, reusuable cups for drinking, bins for different waste. Parents are
encouraged to provided food for children in reusable containers. Our site uses email as much as possible to reduce paper use & printing.
Our site uses the DfE Facilities and Breakdown Maintenance Hotline so work can be managed professionally and often in a timely way. WH&S records
ensure safety issues and hazards are identified and planned to be repaired or replaced. Daily Inspections occur. Termly playground inspections occur.
Both the indoor and outdoor areas support the learning of children with additional needs e.g wheel chair access, carpet wall boards and blinds to control
noise and light for children with hearing/visual impairments.
Where possible, our site supports local community services. This includes purchasing from the local garden centre & using local businesses. Using local
services in our fundraisers and events.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements
The DfE staffing model meets ratios well & we do in fact promote a higher ratio of trained teachers to children than required. A high usage of support staff
which also increases the ratios. Staffing is always increased in term 1 to support families settle in & form relationships.
Educators & teachers rotate in areas of the environment across the day and week to ensure they are involved in all aspects of the program & with all
children actively involved in the program.
Team work approach to daily work, programming, planning, assessment & reporting.
Shared learning is encouraged & supported. Training together, action research as a team, sharing of resources & ideas, supporting & mentoring
colleagues. Shared learning is also encouraged across the Partnership and with other Early Years sites.
Celebrating achievements and successes is a big part of the site culture.
Formal Performance Development Planning processes occur twice during the year. All educators set individual professional goals, that support QIP goals
&planning for how these will be achieved. They evaluate & review process later in the year with the Director.
Consistency & continuity of staffing across the week for children, using regular relief educators & having children grouped with the same educators.
We are members of ECA & have adopted the ECA Code of Ethics to support our practice, interactions & relationships.
Each family & child have a `key teacher' during their time at Kindy. This continuity is maintained as the family continues over the service in future years.
This supports strong relationships between family & educators & also ensures that every parent/family `voices', concerns, feedback etc can be shared
with the whole team.
Strong commitment to ongoing Professional development for educators. They have access to unlimited online learning through ECA & are supported to
attend professional learning, focus on current theories & practices, engage in critical reflection & to share these with colleagues.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children
Our highest priority. Key to all successful future learning.
Term 1 focus on `wellbeing'. Resources are put in place to support the development of relationships between children & educators/ educators & parents
& between children.
Children's transition to Kindy includes a 2 hour visit on each of the 2 Open Days with parents. A staggered start for children with ½ the group starting
week 1 & the other ½ coming the week after. Time parents stay at Kindy in these first few weeks & how long child will attend for during the day is done in
consultation with parents & is on an individual basis.
Our processes of assessment & reporting ensure that we get to know our children very well, despite being a large site. The processes we have promote
both educator/child relationships & educator/family relationships. Assessment and reporting is very detailed across all areas. They identify children who
may need targeted support in their learning & opportunities to engage with parents in discussions around shared goals & strategies for support occur as
they are identified.
Children stay in the same group with the same educator and children all year for group times & the same teacher collates and writes their report each
term. Key teachers ensure that all children's voices & rights are advocated for. A key person for parents as well.
Long uninterrupted child directed play periods, relaxed snack times with friends & small social lunch time tables all promote relationship development.
Children's sense of well being is supported. Photos, Family Books & diaries from home are encouraged.
The “You Can Do It Social Skills' program & its philosophies and practices are embedded to develop skills in Confidence, Persistence, Organisation,
Resilience and Getting Along with children. Information about these programs is shared with families during the year & `take home kits' on each are sent
home during the terms with all children. Support & Intervention are planned & provided in greater depth for children who have ongoing needs in the
areas of developing relationship & resilience & regulation needs.
Respecting individual needs & rights is embedded into programs, reflected in our conversations with children & families & in conversations & discussions
amongst educators. These rights are also advocated on through the ECA Code of Ethics. Decisions about policy and practices are made with a focus on
these rights.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities
A sense of family & community is promoted. We enrol a family, not just a child, into our Kindy community. A Key teacher for each child supports the
development of strong relationships with families. Information is shared, discussed & reflected on in regards to developing supportive programs for
children. We have a history of supportive family involvement on our Governing Council & often continuity.
Parents have opportunities & are encouraged to provide feedback throughout the year. Feedback sheets are in children's portfolios, `Information From
Parents' sheets on enrolment, programs are emailed and support solicited. When starting, we invite parents to share Child Care folders if relevant to learn
of a child's journey so far. We ask families to share information about their `culture & family special experiences' that may become part of our program or
influence policy decisions. A nominated “Community Liaison” person who ensures special family moments & events are recognised and celebrated.
We provide relevant resources from our Community networks & site Parent Library to support families. Parents receive information, notes, updates and
newsletters via different media.
Parents have access to feedback about the children's play & activity through photo displays & the noticeboard, as well in Children's Portfolios. Very visual.
We are in a Partnership Group with several local schools & Kindergartens, including Greenwith Primary School & we meet several times a term with this
group. Working together as a community to support children's learning & development. Early Years educators from the Greenwith Primary School and
Kindergarten meet termly to focus on planning visits & transitions between the sites.
Strong working relationship with our DfE Support Services team & support and services are identified & accessed for children. CYHS nurses provide termly
clinics at the local school for our children.
We are supported locally by the Community Development Officer at Keithcot Farm Children's Centre. She plans and organises workshops, events etc that
our parents & educators are able to access.
We have established positive relationships with the local traders in our area and receive good support for projects and events.
We have a current and updated website providing information to parents.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
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Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership
Our site has a Statement of Philosophy that is referred to & used as a guide in decision making & planning.
The induction process for new staff at this site is detailed & comprehensive & is reviewed regularly. Educator Performance & Development discussions
occur twice a year & goals and plans tailored to individual educator needs are developed. Written documentation is kept and written feedback given by
the Site Leader. Goals must have a focus on the QIP & site focuses.
Effective systems are in place to manage HR, finances & resource management & the Director is accountable to DfE for maintaining this. Many areas here
are governed & managed by DfE,
WHS policies & procedures (DfE) are in place and regularly monitored & completed using the DfE STAR system. This ensures compliancy with all WHS
aspects as well as preventing & identifying & managing hazards and risks as they occur.
Systems are organised and effective. This includes Yearly & Termly & weekly planners to ensure all aspects of management are maintained.
Leaders in this site maintain skills & knowledge by participating in professional learning on a regular basis.
All aspects of management are reported to Governing Council & support & resources are obtained to ensure the efficient running of the service. The site
has an Annual Budget: planned and evaluated with input from educators, Governing Council, DfE & other stakeholders. Budget is approved by the
Governing Council & they receive monthly financial reports.
Site Self Reviews occur annually & involve reflective input from educators, Governing Council & parents. Questions in our Parent Survey given to all
parents reflect aspects of the NQS Standards.
The Educational Leader leads the development & implementation of the programs & planning based on a defined `Cycle of Improvement”. This cycle
reflects the need to evaluate regularly, involve feedback & engage in professional discussions that lead to informed decision making for children, families
and educators.
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Quality Improvement Plan for
Greenwith Kindergarten

2021

Includes:
• Learning Improvement goals
• National Quality Framework priorities

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Preschool Quality Improvement Planning handbook explains how to do this. In addition your education director will
provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the director/principal, governing council chairperson and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 – 3) to your education director.
• Ensure your preschool quality improvement plan is readily available on request to parents and families, and officers of the Education Standards Board.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the year.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year.
• Your complete quality improvement plan should be reviewed and updated in term 4 each year.
For further information and advice contact your local education team.
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Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 1:

1

To increase children's understanding and use of mathematical language.

Challenge of practice:

2

Analyse
and prioritise

Determine
challenge of
practice

3
Plan
actions for
improvement

If we intentionally and consistently model/use mathematical language in our interactions with children then children will increase their understanding and use
of mathematical language

Actions

NQS links

Timeline

Resources

Responsibility

Promote ongoing professional learning that will build 1.1.1
educator capacity and focus on deepening
understanding of knowledge, concepts and language.

Term 2

PMA Conference
ECA Learning Hub
LDAR Inquiry Project and Learning
Modules
Learning from each other.

All educators will access relevant
learning & participate in the LDAR
project.
Director to budget funding

Programming sessions creating mathematical language 1.1.3
mind maps for different experiences planned.
1.2.1
Differentiated for the differing skills of children.
4.2.2
Accessible for all educators during their teaching.

Term 1-4

Educator role modelling/sharing at staff
meetings.
Critically discussing planned
experiences for maths moments.
Create an ongoing math vocab resource

All educators will participate.

1.3.1
1.3.3

Term 1-4

Math language will be incorporated in Language will be used in all
obs/inquiries/learning stories/displays.
documentation shared with families.
Information shared with families
Educators will share resources about
through the year.

Engage with families regularly, sharing documented
children' s learning and development, focusing on
mathematical learning. Sharing information about
Numeracy.

Numeracy through the year.

Educator Performance Development Plans to critically 1.1.1
reflect on skills and knowledge development and how 1.2.1
they are making changes in their practice to support
children's learning.

Success criteria

Term 1

Educators will share examples All educators to include focus in
and observations to illustrate their PDP. Director to support
individual educator learning needs.
change in practice.

Children will be using mathematical language in their learning experiences and conversations with
peers and educators. Evidenced in observational data supporting learning in the Numeracy
Indicator areas, showing growth from term 1 to Term 4.
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Learning Improvement Plan

1

2

Analyse
and prioritise

Goal 2:

Determine
challenge of
practice

3
Plan
actions for
improvement

Challenge of practice:
Actions

NQS links

Timeline

Resources

Responsibility

Success criteria
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Learning Improvement Plan

1

2

Analyse
and prioritise

Goal 3:

Determine
challenge of
practice

3
Plan
actions for
improvement

Challenge of practice:
Actions

NQS links

Timeline

Resources

Responsibility

Success criteria
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National Quality Framework priorities
Priority

Improve parent and
family engagement in
the learning program.

NQS links

6.11
Engagement
with the
service

Key steps
Re establish opportunities to engage with parents that were suspended
due to Covid 19 restrictions. Face to face; being in the environment,
communication opportunities.
Incorporate new strategies from Covid that were successful.

Timeline

Resources

Across the whole Mobile phone
Email
year.

Responsibility

All educators

Key educator responsibilities

Educators to participate in professional
learning to support this work.

Across the year

ECA Learning Hub modules All educators

Establish links with other agencies
to support parents.

Across the year

Keithcot Farm Children's
Centre
Autism SA
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Approvals

Approved by director/principal
Name

Annette Mazzeo
Date

17/02/21

Approved by governing council chairperson
Name

Mel Minchin
Date

17/02/21

Approved by education director
Name

Date
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